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1. What is the primary goal of generating animation ideas during 
pre-production?  

A) Developing detailed screenplays B) Conceptualizing the core 
idea for the animation C) Creating rough animated sequences D) 
Designing characters and backgrounds 

2. What is the purpose of script writing in the pre-production 
process? 

 A) Creating rough, animated sequences B) Generating 
animation ideas C) Developing a detailed screenplay or script D) 
Planning the placement of characters and elements within 
scenes 

3. What does storyboarding involve in the pre-production process?  

A) Creating visual sketches or panels representing key scenes 
and actions B) Recording dialogue and performing character 
voices C) Designing characters' visual appearance and 
attributes D) Creating settings and environments for the 
animation 

4. Why is voice recording and acting crucial during pre-



production?  

A) To create rough, animated sequences B) To develop detailed 
screenplays C) To provide a preview of the timing and flow of 
the animation D) To create the audio component of the 
animation 

5. What are animatics used for in the pre-production process?  

A) Developing detailed screenplays B) Generating animation 
ideas C) Creating rough, animated sequences D) Providing a 
preview of the timing and flow of the animation 

6. What does character design involve during the production 
process?  

A) Creating the visual appearance and attributes of characters 
B) Planning the placement of characters and elements within 
scenes C) Designing settings and environments for the 
animation D) Creating a digital skeleton for characters 

7. What is background design in the production process?  

A) Creating the visual appearance and attributes of characters 
B) Designing settings and environments for the animation C) 
Planning the placement of characters and elements within 
scenes D) Creating rough, animated sequences 

8. What is layout design in the production process?  

A) Creating the visual appearance and attributes of characters 
B) Designing settings and environments for the animation C) 
Planning the placement of characters and elements within 
scenes D) Creating rough, animated sequences 

9. What does character rigging involve in the production process? 

 A) Creating the visual appearance and attributes of characters 
B) Designing settings and environments for the animation C) 
Creating a digital skeleton for characters D) Creating rough, 
animated sequences 

10. What is rough animation in the production process?  

A) Creating the visual appearance and attributes of characters 
B) Designing settings and environments for the animation C) 
Planning the placement of characters and elements within 
scenes D) The initial stage of animating characters and scenes 

11. What is the primary goal of layout design in the production 
process?  



A) Creating the visual appearance and attributes of characters 
B) Designing settings and environments for the animation C) 
Planning the placement of characters and elements within 
scenes D) Creating rough, animated sequences 

12. What aspect of character design involves defining their 
personalities?  

A) Creating the visual appearance and attributes of characters 
B) Designing settings and environments for the animation C) 
Planning the placement of characters and elements within 
scenes D) Creating rough, animated sequences 

13. What is the purpose of rough animation in the production 
process?  

A) Creating the visual appearance and attributes of characters 
B) Designing settings and environments for the animation C) 
Bringing characters to life with basic movements and poses D) 
Creating a digital skeleton for characters 

14. Why is background design important in the production process?  

A) It defines characters' personalities B) It creates the visual 
appearance and attributes of characters C) It sets the stage for 
the characters and story D) It establishes the composition and 
perspective of each shot 

15. What is the role of character rigging in the production process?  

A) Creating the visual appearance and attributes of characters 
B) Designing settings and environments for the animation C) 
Allowing animators to manipulate and control characters' 
movements D) Creating rough, animated sequences 

16. What's the difference between character design and 
background design in the production process?  

A) Character design involves creating the visual appearance of 
characters, while background design involves planning the 
placement of characters. B) Character design focuses on voice 
recording and acting, while background design focuses on 
storyboarding. C) Character design creates rough, animated 
sequences, while background design establishes the composition 
and perspective of each shot. D) Character design defines 
characters' personalities, while background design sets the 
stage for the characters and story. 

17. What's the difference between layout design and rough 
animation in the production process?  

A) Layout design involves creating the visual appearance of 



characters, while rough animation involves planning the 
placement of characters. B) Layout design focuses on 
background design, while rough animation focuses on character 
design. C) Layout design establishes the composition and 
perspective of each shot, while rough animation brings 
characters to life with basic movements and poses. D) Layout 
design creates rough, animated sequences, while rough 
animation involves creating settings and environments for the 
animation. 

18. What is rendering in animation post-production?  

A) Creating characters' visual appearance and attributes B) 
Adjusting lighting to enhance the visual quality C) The final step 
where all elements are processed and combined to produce the 
finished animation D) Adding Foley sound effects to enhance the 
audio experience 

19. Why is lighting adjusted in animation post-production?  

A) To create characters' visual appearance and attributes B) To 
plan the placement of characters and elements within each 
scene C) To enhance the visual quality, creating desired 
atmosphere and mood D) To manipulate and control characters' 
movements 

20. What is the final step in animation post-production?  

A) Compositing B) Foley FX production C) Rendering D) Lighting 
adjustment 

21. What is the main purpose of compositing in animation post-
production?  

A) To create characters' visual appearance and attributes B) To 
adjust lighting to enhance the visual quality C) To combine 
various layers and elements to create the final visual look D) To 
add Foley sound effects to enhance the audio experience 
 


